What makes Buttigieg’s message rhetorically different?

Rather than being defensive or advocating that particular policy positions are a litmus test of one’s fitness to be elected, Buttigieg’s message implies that a President is an executive, not a legislator or policy wonk.

Why is this significant?

Most political observers agree that a presidential candidate should have a deep knowledge and history of the domestic and foreign policy issues facing the nation, as well as an overall philosophy about how to address these issues. Clearly Buttigieg does.

Yet he also recognizes that perhaps the most important attribute of an effective chief executive is possessing a philosophy—and record—of leadership demonstrating an ability to be flexible enough to change one’s mind, work collaboratively with those who disagree, and get things done especially at the local level.

But this is just one example documenting Buttigieg’s unique rhetoric.

Unlike typical presidential campaigns against an incumbent, arguably the 2020 race may buck historical norms and traditional campaign strategies. Buttigieg seems to be cognizant of this.

His rhetoric—perhaps more than other Democratic candidates—reflects a keen awareness and political shrewdness that from a message standpoint 2020 must not become primarily an anti-Trump election.

To his credit, Buttigieg resists a natural, knee-jerk tendency to become negative and take on the President at every turn. He refrains from communicating obvious responses to the Trump tweet and absurd statement du jour.

In fact, Buttigieg rarely mentions Donald Trump’s name and infrequently launches explicit and direct attacks against him—all of which would play directly into Trump’s rhetorical playbook, motivate his base and turn off undecided voters who are tired of politics as usual.

To be clear, what I am contending does not constitute an endorsement of Buttigieg; I do not yet have a preference and want to learn more about the other presidential aspirants.

However, as a professor of rhetoric who studies messages, I do believe Buttigieg might be that once-in-a-lifetime presidential candidate who enters the scene at precisely the right moment with a potentially persuasive, positive, and bipartisan message—a message avoiding attack and calling for genuine change (where “change” is more than a cliché and tired rhetorical trope) to extricate the country from a dangerous time in history.

Whether or not Buttigieg succeeds in winning the nomination remains an open question. Nevertheless, his message might offer a positive rhetorical path forward—one allowing us to us to escape the muck and mire of our current divisive political climate.
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